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engineered bentonite buffer. Recent experiments at the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (Sw
showed that the high suction of unsaturated bentonite causes a de-saturation of the adjace
at the time of installation, which was also independently predicted in model experi
Remaining air can affect the flow patterns and alter bio-geochemical conditions, influenc
instance the transport of radionuclides in the case of canister failure. However, th
observations and model realizations are limited in number and do not capture the conce
range and combination of parameter values and boundary conditions that are relevant
thousands of deposition holes envisioned in an operational final repository.
In order to decrease this knowledge gap, we introduce here a formalized, systematic an
integrated approach to study the combined impact of multiple factors on air saturatio
dissolution predictions, investigating the impact of variability in parameter values, geomet
boundary conditions on bentonite buffer saturation times and on occurrences of rock de-satu
Results showed that four parameters consistently appear in the top six influential factors
considered output (target) variables: the position of the fracture intersecting the depositio
the background rock permeability, the suction representing the relative humidity in the open
and the far field pressure value. The combined influence of these compared to the other para
increases as one targets a larger fraction of the buffer reaching near-saturation. Strong inte
effects were found, which means that some parameter combinations yielded results (e.g., t
saturation) far outside the range of results obtained by the rest of the scenarios. This stud
addresses potential air trapping by dissolution of part of the initial air content of the ben
showing that neglecting gas flow effects and trapping could lead to significant underestima
the remaining air content and the duration of the initial aerobic phase of the repository.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/byFractured rock
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ore deposits or geothermal fields (Berglund et al., 2009;
et al., 2008;Mathurin et al., 2012; Raguž et al., 2013; Selro
Follin, 2014), minimizing the risk of future accidental in
tions. Surface storage facilities that are presently used thr
out the world do not meet such criteria, and therefore con
a concern for human safety and the environment, in particcess article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
the waste would remain in surface storage for extended time
periods. Deep geological disposal is currently investigated in
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with all these requirements (Johannesson et al., 2007; Tro
et al., 2007).
In Sweden and Finland, a multi-barrier confinement st
called KBS-3 is under development for spent nuclear fuel (
It comprises both natural and engineered barriers. The f
consists of sparsely fractured crystalline bedrock (gran
gneiss). A network of deposition tunnels approximately 5
below ground surface would allow to drill and test v
deposition holes (height ~ 8 m, radius 1.75 m, min
spacing ~ 6 m). Each qualified hole would receive a c
canister (first engineered barrier, height ~ 5 m, radius 1.
containing spent fuel rods. Pre-packed, high-density
moisture content bentonite blocks are under study to se
an engineered buffer to embed the canisters as a s
engineered barrier. Bentonite is also entering in the des
the material intended to backfill the tunnels. This met
designed to be unmonitored and maintenance-free afte
struction. The focus herewill be to characterize the ground
and air flow interactions between the second engineered b
the bentonite blocks, and the natural barrier, the host rock
Bentonite is a porous material with low permeability
water-saturated conditions. Groundwater flow and p
transport around the canisters would consequently be
slow, which is ideal for confinement (Alonso et al., 2
When unsaturated, it exerts a high water suction
undergoes a micro-structural change as it gets hyd
resulting in an overall swelling behavior. This last t
appropriate for a buffer and backfilling material since it
swell after installation to seal any potential gap as it suc
water from the neighboring rock domain (Alonso et al., 2
The high swelling pressure that develops would also to
the conditions for microbial life in the vicinity of the ca
and thus decrease the risk for biological corrosion o
canisters (Pedersen, 2010). Bentonite can be used in dif
forms, including dry powder, pellets, slurry and compFig. 1.Representation of the repository concept considered in the Swedish pro
the multiple barrier design are: the host crystalline rock (to provide a long t
barriers, i.e., the copper canister, bentonite clay buffer and tunnel backfill. (Soe
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liquid saturation ~ 0.36) blocks, as it is the form that is int
to embed the canisters in the KBS-3 method (Johann
et al., 2007).
The host formation consists of crystalline bedrock des
as sparsely fractured i.e. with lower fracture density th
other geological formations (Painter and Cvetkovic, 2
Fracture openings offer a primary network for fluid flow
can also occur in intact rock mass within the inter
“matrix” porosity of the rock, however such flow is gen
considered to be extremely small in comparison (Cve
et al., 2007). Connected fractures are typically subj
moderate flow rates and yield the dominant flow o
subsurface system. Fractured rock exhibits a strong
retention capacity through diffusion and retardation in
rock matrix (Cvetkovic et al., 1999; Cvetkovic and Hag
2002; Cvetkovic and Frampton, 2010; Frampton and Cvet
2011), although some evidence has shown that this reten
neither complete nor definite. For example, cesium c
extensively mobilized from cation-exchange sites if m
water intrudes (Mathurin et al., 2014b) and lanthanides
mobilized via organic complexation (Mathurin et al., 2
Despite these occurrences, sparsely fractured bedro
regarded as a suitable environment due to its long
stability and low average flow rates combined with o
strong retention capacity (Nguyen et al., 2009).
Towards the end of the operational phase the tunnel s
will successively be backfilled, allowing groundwater
saturate the site. The time scale of the re-saturation proc
the bentonite buffer inserted into a deposition hole is h
predict with certainty. The high suction of unsatu
bentonite causes de-saturation also of adjacent rock
time of installation, which increases the complexity
problem (Dessirier et al., 2014). In addition, the lower
pressure may induce groundwater degassing of dis
gasses such as nitrogen,methane, hydrogen and carbon d
near the deposition hole (Jarsjö and Destouni, 2000; Rogram for spent nuclear fuel disposal (denoted as the KBS-3method). Themain features of
erm stable environment and the final barrier to the surface biosphere), the engineered
urce SKB. Illustrator: Mats Jerndahl.).
et al., 2011). Air remaining in the deposition hole vicinity can
affect the flow patterns due to unsaturated flow effects, and
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27B. Dessirier et al. / Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 182 (2015) 25–35alter bio-geochemical conditions, for instance if some co
nents like oxygen get dissolved into the groundwater.
This raises several questions relevant for understa
repository performance, such as: What is the residence t
the air introduced with the bentonite? Is there transf
exchange) of air across the bentonite - rock mass inte
How much would occurrence of two-phase flow cond
affect the flow patterns in the rock and the saturation ti
the buffer? To what extent does the intrinsic heterogen
the host rock influence the saturation patterns in
bentonite? All these questions come down to two intert
crucial aspects of the safety case for the repository: dete
ing the impact of two-phase flow on (i) the transport path
in the rock and in the buffer and (ii) the physical and che
conditions and processes along these pathways.
Fransson et al. (2012, 2015) have conducted a batt
field tests called the Bentonite Rock Interaction Exper
(BRIE), which provides observational support to addre
questions listed above. The tests were conducted at the
Hard Rock Laboratory in southeastern Sweden, and start
an extended characterization campaign of a tunnel lo
417 m below sea level. Exploration boreholes were drille
pressure tests and inflowmeasurements into the borehol
tunnels were conducted (Fransson et al., 2012). Statistics
compiled that describe the fracture traces in the BRIE t
and the neighboring tunnels at Äspö (Holton et al., 2012)
exploration boreholes were then expanded to a diame
30 cmdown to a depthof about 3m into the tunnel floor t
pre-packed instrumented bentonite blocks and monito
saturation process under in situ conditions. The ben
blocks and the nearby rock mass were later extracte
analyzed in the laboratory to obtain the final profi
saturation.
We conduct here an array of two-phase (gas and li
two-component (air and groundwater) flow simul
following a global sensitivity analysis scheme. The
provides realistic geometries and pressure conditions to
the bounds of the parameter space to explore. The quest
possible rock de-saturation has recently attracted incr
interest, not least since preliminary reports of BRIE
confirmed occurrences of such de-saturation events,
were also independently predicted in model experi
(e.g., Dessirier et al. (2014)). However, thus far,
observations like BRIE and model experiments on unsatu
flow behavior are limited to very few configurations and
realizations, which do not capture the conceivable rang
combination of parameter values and boundary condition
are relevant for an operational final repository, where
sands of deposition holes need to be drilled in a pote
heterogeneous host rock.
In order to decrease this knowledge gap, we introduc
a formalized, systematic and fully integrated approa
studying the combined impact of multiple factors o
saturation and dissolution predictions. In particular, we w
like to investigate the following questions: What is the i
of variability in parameter values, fracture position
boundary conditions (i) on bentonite buffer saturation
and (ii) on occurrences of rock de-saturation and
duration, under realistic field conditions? We also inves-
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addition to increasing the general knowledge on two-
flow processes in the vicinity of boreholes and t
constructions, this study may provide insights relevant f
formulation of design criteria for geological repositori
deep storage of nuclear waste, e.g., for determining
deposition hole is acceptable for use or has to be rejecte
to (some combination of) unfavorable local conditions.
2. Methods
The presentation of the methods will first foc
Section 2.1 on a model independent sensitivity an
methodology that has been used in this paper. Section 2
then describe the hydrogeological model and the unde
assumptions made to parameterize groundwater flo
sparsely fractured rock and the saturation process o
bentonite buffer.
2.1. The elementary effects methodology
Morris (1991) introduced a global sensitivity scheme
on one-at-a-time (OAT) factor variations which is suitab
models with a large number of inputs and with relativel
computing times. Let's consider k parameters to include
sensitivity analysis and note [0,1]k the k-dimensiona
hyper-cube further discretized with p levels in each dime
to form a k-dimensional p-level input grid. Each input i
mapped from [0,1] to the physical range of values fo
corresponding parameters in the problem at hand. Now i
scalar output of the model and X = (Xi)1≤ i ≤ k ∈ [0, 1]k
input point, Morris defines the elementary effect of t
input coordinate as:
EEi Xð Þ ¼
y X1;⋯;Xi þ Δ;⋯;Xkð Þ−y Xð Þ
Δ
 
where Δ ¼ p2ðp−1Þ :
Two model runs are needed to compute one elem
effect. However if one defines a trajectory as a set of k+1
of [0,1]k obtained by one-dimensional jumps (only o
changes between two successive points on the trajectory
one gets k elementary effects (one for each input) with
model evaluations. The traversal scheme defined by M
(1991) consists in sampling each EEi with r values by u
random trajectories. The cost of the scheme is then (k +
simulations.
Campolongo et al. (2007) and Saltelli et al. (2008)
defined a distance between two trajectories m and l as:
dml ¼
Xkþ1
i¼1
Xkþ1
j¼1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXk
z¼1
Xmi zð Þ−Xlj zð Þ
h i2vuut
and then the spread between M trajectories (Xm), m ∈ [
as:
D ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX
m;lð Þ∈ 1:M½ 2
d2ml
s
:
Assuming uniform distributions for the input parameters
and using these two metrics, Campolongo et al. (2007) refined
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28 B. Dessirier et al. / Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 182 (2015) 25–35the method of Morris for low values of r by generating
trajectories than ultimately needed and then choosing
trajectories that have the higher spread in [0,1]k. Campo
et al. (2007) left open the optimization of the search for t
of trajectories with the highest spread and used exha
evaluation to determine it. Here we use an approach whe
assume that a high spreadwill be achieved ifwe first selec
of pairs of trajectories that already have a high binary di
between them. We try it on the test problem presen
Campolongo et al. (2007) and Ruano et al. (2012): a h
cube of dimension four (k= 4 parameters) is discretized
p = 4 levels. We use a total of M = 100 random trajec
from which we extract the r = 5 trajectories wit
maximum spread. Taking the 100 trajectories as 20 sequ
sets of 5 trajectories according to the original Morris m
gives a maximum value Dmax = 91.65 and an average D
80.72. Ourmethod, by keeping first the 20 trajectories inv
in the higher binary distances and then exhaustive evalu
gives a spreadD= 96.73,which is close to themaximum
calculated over the 100 trajectories by exhaustive evalua
The interpretation of the sensitivity is based on the c
moments of the distributions Fi ~ EEi and Gi ~ |EEi|, and h
particular μi⁎ = mean(Gi) and σi = std (Fi). As explain
Morris (1991) and Campolongo et al. (2007) small value
and σi for a specific output show that input Xi has no sign
impact. A high value μi⁎ together with a small σi reflects a
relationship between the factor and the output. Finally
values for both estimators identify a non-linear effect
factor on the output or a factor involved in interaction
other inputs. Themethod itself does not prescribe if a valu
or σi is high or low. This conclusion is output-dependen
should be assessed in the context of the problem at ha
assess the uncertainty on each μi⁎ or σi, we also calcu
symmetric risk 95% confidence interval by a bootstrapm
To this end we generate the bootstrap distributions of μi⁎
for n = 2000 resamples and calculate the confidence int
with the accelerated bias-corrected method describ
DiCiccio and Efron (1996).
The method of Morris has been applied in various fiel
atmospheric science (Campolongo et al., 2007), biolog
and Gernaey, 2009), chemical engineering (Ruano et al.,
and only recently to geoscience e.g. for geothermal inve
tion by Finsterle et al. (2013) and for studying fluid inj
and leakage in a hydrogeological system (Wainwright
Table 1
Sensitivity analysis parameters.
Parameter Unit Symb
Fracture position [m] zf
Rock saturated permeability [log10 m2] lgKr
Rock porosity [log10 −] lgΦr
Tunnel suction [Pa] ptunnec
Fracture transmissivity [log10 m3] lgTf
Fracture porosity [log10−] lgΦf
Bentonite liquid permeability exponent [−] α
Bentonite gas permeability exponent [−] β
Ratio between gas-saturated and liquid-saturated
permeability in bentonite
[log10−] lgΓ
Outer boundary pressure [Pa] Pbnd
Air diffusion coefﬁcient [log10 m2/s] lgDme
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of a deposition hole filled with bentonite, we selected k
parameters (Table 1 and Section 2.2) to create the para
space. We used p = 4 levels consistent with examp
Campolongo et al. (2007) and Wainwright et al. (2014
calculated 200 trajectories to keep the r = 10 best b
approximatemethod previously described. This means th
performed a total of 120 simulations.
2.2. Hydrogeological model description
We build a generic geometry so that the structure c
easily parameterized for the sensitivity analysis. It feature
elements: (i) a tunnel in the floor ofwhich (ii) a depositio
has been drilled that is intersected by (iii) a fracture. The
(iv) background rock. We construct a radial grid
rectangular cross-sectional cells (see Fig. 2) over a d
that extends 21.5 m above and below the tunnel floor
total height of 43 m), and has a maximum radius of 20 m
The tunnel and the deposition hole are located o
symmetry axis in themiddle and the latter have approxim
the same dimensions as the BRIE deposition holes (Fra
et al., 2012, 2015). The tunnel is 3.5 m-wide, 3 m-high, d
and maintained at atmospheric pressure. The depositio
(height 3 m, radius 0.15 m) is initially empty an
simulation startswhen it is instantaneously filled with pa
saturated bentonite blocks. The fracture is horizontal
intersects the deposition hole at a variable depth (1.08m
the tunnel floor in the example of Fig. 2). It extends later
half of the modeling domain. The depth of the fracture
the tunnel floor will be one of the input parameters f
sensitivity analysis (Table 1). The rest of the dom
considered to be a homogeneous material lumping tog
the effects of minor fractures and the rock matrix. Its satu
permeability will span a range starting at the perme
values measured on unfractured core samples from the
site up to values reported for the excavation-damaged-z
the Zedex project at Äspö (Emsley et al., 1997).
The radial symmetry brings obvious limitations su
forcing a cylindrical shape with a vertical axis for the t
which is only an approximate representation of the linea
tunnel, and allowing intersecting planar fractures o
these are horizontal and centered on the deposition ho
assume that this representation of the tunnel does not d
the results obtained in the vicinity of the depositionol Min. Max. Example 1 Example 2 Reference
−2.75 −0.25 −1.08 −1.08 –
−20. −18. −20. −18.67 Fransson et al. (2015)
−5. −3. −3.67 −5 Fransson et al. (2015)
rl 105 5.107 3.3107 5107 Finsterle and Pruess (1995)
−10. −8. −8. −9.3 Fransson et al. (2015)
−4. −2. −2. −4 –
2. 5. 2. 2 Fransson et al. (2015)
2. 5. 5. 5 Fransson et al. (2015)
2. 8. 6. 2 Alonso et al. (2005)
106 5.106 106 5106 Svensson et al. (2008)
−10. −8. −8.67 −9.3 Cussler (1997)
(radius ≤ 0.3 m) where the model geometry is a clos
equivalent to the actual deposition holes. It should be noted
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Fig. 2.Model features and central part of the mesh.
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fracture impede the exploration of a number of dif
fracture configurations like fractures not centered a
deposition hole or dipping fractures. However, these l
tions allow for a systematic comparison of the selected fr
parameters alongside other model parameters at a reaso
computational cost. The choice of a fracture that is not d
connected to a larger network is believed to be a com
situation for a deposition hole that would pass some suit
criteria based on inflow value and would thereby help
the relevance of these criteria.
We describe fluid flow in the pore and fracture space
framework of visco-capillary two-phase flow, wher
wetting phase is liquid water with possibly dissolve
while the non-wetting phase is gaseous air with water
We represent the flow phenomenon by the coupled equ
for two-phase flow that are based on two mass balance
one heat balance and on Darcy's law. We use an integ
finite difference discretization implemented in the com
code TOUGH2 and its equation of state EOS4 for two-
two-component water–air mixtures (Finsterle and P
1995; Pruess et al., 1999). All simulation inputs and ou
are processed with the help of the wrapper PyTOUG
manage simulations in parallel automatically and with fl
ity (Croucher, 2011).e
e
t
e
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e
e
y
y
s
e
e
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s
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s
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is introduced as an input factor of the sensitivity analysis to
it has an impact (Table 1). The molecular diffusion in p
media is estimatedwith theMillington-Quirkmodel as pro
in TOUGH2 (Pruess et al., 1999). The vapor pressure in t
phase is represented as a function of the capillary pressu
Kelvin's equation (Finsterle and Pruess, 1995; Pruess
1999). To obtain a closed system of equations with th
pressure, the liquid saturation and the temperature as th
unknowns, we need to define constitutive relationships fo
material. First, we define the liquid and gas permeabilitie
function of saturation. In the rock and the fracture doma
use the Van Genuchten–Mualem parameterization for
relative permeability (VanGenuchten, 1980) and the gas re
permeability parameterization first given by Grant (1977)
kl ¼ ksat 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sl
p
1− 1− Sl
 1=λ λ 2
kg ¼ ksat−kl
8><
>:
where l and g stand for liquid and gas phase, respectively
the effective permeability in phase β, ksat is the saturated
permeability, Sl is the liquid saturation and λ is a
parameter. It is important to note that this gas re
permeability does not account for phase interference co
to Corey (1954) and Pruess and Tsang (1990), and that w
the gas residual saturation to zero. Both choices lead
overestimation of the gas permeability and adverse cond
for air trapping in the rock. In this context, potential occur
of air trapping are lower estimates andwould evidence the
to explicitly consider two-phase flow for modeling the i
wetting of bentonite packages and to explore the impact
chosen parameterization of gas relative permeability and
interference in the rock.
For the bentonite we use a power-law descripti
established in a laboratory water uptake test, report
appendix F in Fransson et al. (2015) for the liquid re
permeability. For the gas relative permeability, we
description that includes a deviation from the (liquid-
rated or intrinsic permeability at low water saturati
reported byAlonso et al. (2005) for expansive clays under
micro-structural changeswith saturation. The two descri
are formalized as follows:
kl ¼ ksat  Sl
 α
kg ¼ ksat  Γ  1−Sl
 β
8<
:
where α, β and Γ are fitting parameters. Γ represents the
between gas-saturated and liquid-saturated permeabilit
In the rock domain, the permeability field is str
heterogeneous under saturated conditions, and would
least as heterogeneous under unsaturated conditions.
uncertainties are thus expected to include the intrinsic m
saturated permeability, the fracture transmissivity an
kinematic porosity in both the matrix and the fracture,
is why those properties are set as input factors in the sens
analysis (Table 1). In the bentonite, the saturated perme
has been determined with good accuracy and reproduc
(Fransson et al., 2015). However, under unsaturated
conditions laboratory experiments have shown that the concept
of intrinsic permeability does not hold (Alonso et al., 2005). The
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30 B. Dessirier et al. / Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 182 (2015) 25–35most uncertain parameters are deemed to be the ratio be
liquid-saturated and gas-saturated permeabilities an
exponents of the power laws. We therefore introduce
three factors as inputs for the sensitivity analysis (Tab
Multiple parameters applied to the permeability o
bentonite result in a wide sweep of effective perme
curves as described in Fig. 3 where it is also compar
measured data from the FEBEX bentonite (Alonso et al., 2
We then need to define a relationship between th
pressure and the liquid pressure in a material by the us
retention curve (capillary pressure as a function of satura
This is done by adopting the Van Genuchten model (P
et al., 1999):
pc Sl
 
¼−p0  Sl
 −1=λ
−1
 1−λ
:
Additional closure relationships are set by stating th
mass fractions need to add up to one, which brings the nu
of unknowns per grid block down to three.
The larger fracture openings with a lower entry pr
host the non-wetting phase more easily. This is take
account by applying a Leverett scaling procedure where
entry pressure is scaled by the inverse of the square root
intrinsic permeability of themedium.We simplify the eff
the swelling of the bentonite under constant volume
alteration of the retention curve measured under free sw
(Dueck and Börgesson, 2007).
Boundary conditions are applied at the top, bottom
maximum radius–cell boundaries of the domain (see Fig
a constant pressure and single phase liquid cond
Changing the boundary condition value (Table 1) is equi
to changing the depth of the tunnel or accounting fo
influence of neighboring tunnels on the drawdown seen
studied tunnel. As such, if there is a significant impact on r
when changing such a constant pressure value, it should
interpreted as an artifact (e.g. boundary being too closeFig. 3. Pn
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Another boundary condition is applied at the tunne
where the pressure is set to atmospheric conditions
variable suction is applied to reflect different possible d
of humidity in the tunnel as done in Finsterle and P
(1995).We do not describe the actual evaporation proces
Finsterle et al. (2003) and Ghezzehei et al. (2004) since w
satisfied to test if a de-saturation of the rockwall has an i
in general. Both the outer boundary pressure value an
tunnel wall suction value are selected as input factors f
sensitivity analysis (Table 1).
The initial conditions prior to the insertion of a ben
buffer are obtained by running a pre-simulation. We
simplified unsaturated flow description that assumes th
gas is a passive bystander always at atmospheric pressu
that uses the water mass balance only. Under these as
tions, we set the depositionwall cells to the same conditi
the tunnel and we calculate the steady state flow solutio
will be used in the rock domain. To this end, we use TO
and the equation of state EOS9 which is equivalent to s
Richards' equation. The initial conditions in the ben
reflect the initial values of the buffer material that was tr
the BRIE experiments.
As in Dessirier et al. (2014), we define tα as the time n
to reach a percentage of liquid saturation α. The wetting
bentonite above 95% saturation is extremely slow and sen
to the parameterization of the gas effective perme
(Dessirier et al., 2014). Hence, t100 reflects the wetting t
slowly reach the final degree of saturation, which can
considerably from the duration of the dynamic part
wetting up to near full saturation. Wewill consequently u
as amore robust approximation of the saturation time for
further denoted as near-saturation time.e
e
All 120 simulations reached either steady state
simulation time of at least 16 years. In order to proceedermeability curves.
sensitivity analysis we need to define scalar indicators that giv
us information on the transitory regime of the system. In orde
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analysis (Section 3.2) will focus on the required time for the
rock matrix to recover from the predicted de-saturation event.
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Fig. 4. Liquid saturation profiles in example 1 (Table 1) at 100 days, 2000 day
5000days and 10,000 days. The bentonite buffer is inserted at−3m b z b 0 an
r b 0.15 m (here to the left of each panel). The fracture is intersecting th
deposition hole at z=−1.08 m here.
31B. Dessirier et al. / Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 182 (2015) 25–35to define such scalar indicators, it is instructive to descri
typical evolution of a few runs in detail.
The fracture is by definition more conductive tha
background rock matrix, as a consequence higher satu
patterns in the bentonite develop first in the proximity
fracture outlet (Fig. 4 and Dessirier et al. (2014)). The firs
of the coming analysis (Section 3.1) tracks the time requir
a certain volume of the bentonite buffer to reach
saturation (t95).
The considerable initial suction of the bentonite
induces a de-saturation of the nearby rock matrix and fr
space (Fig. 4, blue cells at r ≥ 0.15m in the first three pane
successfully define a gradient driven flow, the gas and
pressures both have to be continuous, which implies th
difference between the two, the capillary pressure, i
continuous. The relation of the latter to saturation, how
changes with the material, the bentonite having a higher
pressure p0 than the intact rock or the fracture.
consequence, the saturation jumps as one crosses the
bentonite interface and the saturation degrees on the roc
are lower than in the bentonite (Fig. 4, darker blu
r ≥ 0.15 m than in the bentonite (r ≥ 0.15 m)). PartFig. 5. Air mass distribution in the close domain for example 1 (le
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An intensive physical quantity such as saturati
sufficient to describe the impact of the parameter valu
the flow field. However, if one wants to address the pot
for bio-chemical reactions for example involved in ca
corrosion, one needs the location and the total amou
reactants (e.g., the sum of the amounts of air existing
form and dissolved form). Instead of the local saturatio
can also consider the air mass present in the near bo
domain and its phase and material partition. For exampl
1 and 2, Fig. 5 displays thedecrease of the totalmass of air
near borehole region (thick solid line). It also shows t
example 1 (Fig. 5, left panel) the first fraction to disappear
gas phase in the fracture (decrease of the dotted line) so
which is dissolved into the liquid phase in the fracture
than leave the system (increase of the dashed-dotted line
mobilization of the air present in the bentonite as a gas
occurs later (dashed line), it also undergoes a partial di
tion in the bentonite pore liquid phase (thin solid line)
all the air is removed by slow liquid phase advection
magnitude of the air masses present in the fracture in th
of this example is at the very high endof all the simulation
were performed for this study. This is due to the high fr
porosity for this particular simulation (Table 1). D
geometry, most simulations, such as example run 2 (
right panel), tend to show negligible air masses in the fr
and the rock matrix compared to the air mass present
bentonite pores. Furthermore, example run 2 is a good ex
of a high air dissolution in bentonite pore water. This
reasonwhy the third part of the analysis (Section 3.3)wil
on the time and value of the maximum of air dissolv
bentonite pore water (thin solid line in Fig. 5) to asse
potential air residence time.
3.1. Time to saturation of the bentonite
For each simulationwewill now consider the distribu
t95 interpolated over the volume of bentonite using a n
neighbor scheme. The minimum and the maximum o
empirical distribution, for example, will respectively give
time to nearly saturate the first cell and the last cell
bentonite buffer. To characterize the saturation process,w
then consider the 25, 50 and 75 percentiles of this distrib
s,
d
eeft) and example 2 (right), see Table 1 for the parameter values in each run.
in otherwords the times needed to nearly saturate one quarter,
one half and three quarters of the deposition hole. The upper
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Fig. 6. Time to nearly saturate 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 of the inserted bentonite buffer
(top,middle and bottom panel respectively): empirical cumulative distribution
function and scatter plots of the elementary effect statistics μ⁎ and σ.
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condition imposed in the tunnel andmight not reach satu
at steady state with an open tunnel. It is conseq
important to treat separately the saturation of the buffer
to the tunnel floor from the saturation of the rest of the in
buffer. To this end, we will focus on the 75 percentile
highest deposition hole saturation target rather than the
maximum value.
In Fig. 6 — top panel, one can see with the cumu
distribution function (blue curve, right-hand side vertica
that the absolute time to nearly saturate 1/4 of the depo
hole ranges approximately from 13 days to 7000 da
different parameter combinations (Table 1). In comparis
statistics μ⁎ and σ of the elementary effects in the same
range from 10 days to 3000 days (points with uncertaint
left-hand side vertical axis). On the high end of the influ
parameters, one finds in order, the saturated permeabi
the rockmatrix Kr, the outer boundary pressure Pbnd, the t
suction ptunnelc and the fracture position zf. This observatio
in naturally given that they all have a direct impa
groundwater flow. The 95% confidence intervals calcula
resampling show a very high uncertainty on the last
parameters which are the rock porosity Φr, the air dif
coefficient in the liquid phase Dm and the bentonite re
permeability exponent for gas β. This tends to indicate th
elementary effect in the sample for these parameters
much higher value than the other ones, which assert
significant impacts due to these parameters are achiev
interaction with other parameters rather than non-lin
effects alone. It is not surprising however that these param
have a lower impact than the other parameters sincemol
diffusion is not expected to be a significant process at thi
scale and the gas effective permeability curve still allows
gas mobility. We can finally conclude that all the cons
factors can potentially influence the time to nearly satura
first quarter of the deposition hole.
A similar analysis of the time to nearly saturate ha
three quarters of the buffer (Fig. 6 — bottom panel) show
same four most impacting parameters with the fr
position relatively gaining importance. The large uncer
on the fracture position to saturate 3/4 of the depositio
indicates interactions with other parameters. The gap be
top parameters and the other ones widens indicating th
former group comparatively becomes more dominant a
tries to estimate near-saturation of the deposition hole.
case of 3/4 of deposition hole near full saturation, the
influential parameters fall at least one order of magn
lower than the minimum time observed on the cumu
distribution function. They can thus be regarded as of neg
influence to assess the global saturation of the deposition
This observation is interesting in the case of the fr
transmissivity. It is in fact observed that the direct inflow
the fracture to the bentonite remains limited due to th
low permeability in the bentonite. Instead, the fracture
the rock matrix which in turn feeds the bentonite. Give
the fracture is significantly more conductive than the
matrix, its transmissivity has a much lower impact o
global saturation of the deposition hole than the fracture
depth zf or the matrix saturated permeability Kr for exame
t
attests that it is a difficult prediction to make. In the pres
case where the deposition hole intersects a single featur
a significantly higher transmissivity than the background
numerical results from this study tend to indicate that the flow
becomes limited by:
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diminishes the influence of the fracture transmissiv
buffer wetting time, and
• the capacity of the rock to deliver water, at a distance
any water conductive feature, which is reflected in th
ranking of the matrix rock permeability among the p
eters influencing the wetting time of the bentonite buf
In conclusion, the highest degrees of sensitivit
deposition hole saturation are linked to the boundary pre
values, the knowledge of local fracture intersections an
background rock saturated permeability. Reducing the u
tainty requires in situ mapping of fractures to identify
fractures and study unfractured rock samples as was do
Fransson et al. (2012, 2015) and developing models
potential repository sites aswas done by Svensson et al. (
to test our understanding of the rock mass at the tunnel
3.2. De-saturation of the close rock matrix
The high initial suction of the bentonite buffer indu
temporary de-saturation of the close rock matrix. We focu
on the time needed to recover from this de-saturation belo
m from the tunnel floor (Fig. 7) which is estimated as the
potentially directly impacted by the imposed tunnel bou
condition. One can read on the cumulative distribution fu
that the time needed to re-saturate the rock matrix r
between 8 and 4.105 days depending on the input param
(Fig. 7). This time is very close to the previously analyzed t
nearly-saturate 75% of the buffer except for the two run
yield the highest re-saturation time and that have in com
the lowest tested fracture position, background satu
permeability and outer pressure value.
All elementary effects denote a significant level of infl
and strong interactions and non-linearities except diffu
Three parameters (zf, ptunnelc and Pbnd) exert a potentially h
effect but tinted with high uncertainty. These wide confistrain
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Fig. 7. Time to recover the rock matrix de-saturation below−1.0 m: cumulativ
distribution function and scatter plots of the elementary effect statistics μ⁎ and σ-
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longest re-saturation times. If the sampleswhere these ru
involved are excluded from the analysis, the statistics μ⁎
for the fracture position and the boundary pressures
down to values in the range [103, 104] days.
These results confirm the wide range of occurrences
models of rockmatrix de-saturation induced by the inser
bentonite that was previously reported in Dessirier
(2014). Interestingly, postmortem analysis of the rock
around the deposition hole in the BRIE experiment shows
saturation of the rock (Fransson et al., 2015) which ca
future model/data comparisons.
3.3. Maximum dissolution and air residence time
A common trait of all the carried out simulations is th
quantity of dissolved air in the bentonite pore water
similarly in the close rock matrix pore water or in the fra
goes up as liquid pressure increases around the deposition
and reaches a maximum value before it is slowly carried
to the tunnel under solution by the advective ground
flow or bymolecular diffusion (Fig. 5).We subsequently
the value of this maximum mass of dissolved air i
bentonite liquid phase and the time to reach this max
as two new outputs. They are analyzed in Fig. 8.
The maximum fraction of the introduced air mass tha
dissolved in the bentonite water ranges approximately
0.6% to 60%. Two groups of parameters appear in Fig. 8
panel: one with no or very limited impact with both μ⁎
under 2% and another group with very highly influ
parameters. In the significant factors, one can find the f
already influencing the saturation time of the buffer
here by the gas permeability exponent β and the ratio be
gas-saturated and liquid-saturated permeabilities Γ. The
ence of these two factors probably in the top is evidenc
despite the higher mobility of the gas, the quantification
gas effective permeability alters significantly the amount
leaving the system. Further analysis of MX-80 benton
laboratory tests, such as the analysis compiled by Alonso
(2005) for FEBEX bentonite, would serve to reduc
uncertainty on the gas phase effective permeability
would in turn benefit repository design as it would con
uncertainties in the performance of the interface betwee
buffer and rock matrix. An important additional remark
the tunnel was left open in the course of the p
simulations. If backfill were introduced, the hydraulic gr
across the deposition hole would decrease and the pre
increase which would enhance dissolution. In that sens
dissolution potentials that are presented are still low estim
With regard to the time to the maximum dissolutio
values range from 3.103 to 2.105 days (8.5 to 550 years)
is approximately one order of magnitude higher than th
needed to nearly saturate 3/4 of the buffer material. This
light on the fact that some air stays in the bentonite acco
to this model and that the only purely physical exit path
through dissolution and advection/diffusion in the liquid
The diffusion coefficient is non-coincidentally one of th
ranking factors to estimate correctly the time to max
dissolution in bentonite water. The large uncertainty att
to the diffusivity coefficient is a sign of interaction with
e
.
parameters, possibly the porosities to which it is linked by the
Millington–Quirk model as implemented in TOUGH2 (Pruess
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Fig. 8.Maximum fraction of initial air mass that undergoes dissolution in bentonite pore water (left) and time to reach this maximum (right): cumulative distribution
function (blue) and scatter plots of the elementary effect statistics μ⁎ and σ.
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large uncertainties on the low ranking factors, all se
potentially impact the time to maximum dissolution
significant degree. Studies including geochemical and b
ical processes indicate that some components of the air, n
oxygen could be involved in reactions before being remov
groundwater flow (Yang et al., 2007). Thus further inve
tions are needed linking physical and bio-geochemica
cesses along flow and transport pathways in partially satu
rock, including effects of bubble trapping permeability r
tion. Technically, this concern would be alleviated if th
phase in the bentonite blocks at the time of installation
consist of an inert gas, such as nitrogen that is the dom
naturally dissolved gas found in groundwater at Äspö (Ro
et al., 2011).
4. Conclusions
Predicting the wetting of a buffer of compacted ben
blocks inserted in a sparsely fractured rock mass is a co
modeling task; the wetting time is sensitive to sever
parameters. Four parameters consistently appear in the t
influencing factors for all considered output (target) vari
the position of the intersecting fracture with the depo
hole, the background rock saturated permeability, the t
suction due to relative humidity and the far field pr
value. The combined influence of these compared to the
parameters increases as one targets a larger fraction
buffer reaching near-saturation. These results mean th
predictive capability of thewetting of the buffer at the sca
deposition hole is highly subordinated to our knowledge
far field pressure, the near rock field characteristics, an
timing of the backfilling operations in the tunnel. How
none of the tested parameters could completely be regar
insignificant for all tested outputs.
Strong non-linearity or interaction effects were
which means that some parameter combinations y
results far away from the range of the bulk of the scenar
the context of radioactive waste disposal, all those intere
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analysis of the time to nearly-saturate the buffer an
saturate the adjacent rock mass showed possible
interaction between the fracture position and the im
pressures in the tunnel and in the far field. This inter
alone provokes a tailing of the empirical distribution of tim
re-saturation of the rock matrix over more than one or
magnitude from 104 to 105 days for example.
This study also addresses potential air trapping by di
tion of part of the initial air content of the bentonite,
could alter the bio-chemical conditions in the vicinity
canisters. The amount of air dissolved in the bentonite
water could reachmore than 60% of the initial (separate p
air mass introduced with the bentonite. It is shown th
aforementioned factors obtain a high influence on the
mum dissolution, ranking together with the gas perme
parameters. The uncertainties on the bentonite gas eff
permeability exponent and the deviation from the in
permeability at low to intermediate saturation rank ver
in the sensitivity of the maximum dissolved fraction
bentonite pore water (relative to the initial, separate-ph
content in bentonite pores). Neglecting gas flow effec
trapping or erroneously parameterizing the gas eff
permeability could lead to significant underestimation
remaining air content and the duration of the initial a
phase of the repository. The air diffusivity in the liquid
appears to significantly affect the time at which the max
air content is reached. In light of these results, laborato
flow experiments in unsaturated bentonite samples sw
under constant volume conditionswould provide very va
data to constrain the uncertainty in the models. Alterna
the obtained ranges of dissolved air could directly se
input values to bio-geochemical models in order to asses
potential impact on the repository safety if they t
biological and/or chemical reactions.
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